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See the three- 
minute, feel-good 
routine at Womens 
HealthMag.com/
Runner-Stretches.
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Walk This Way
Eat this yummy food, do this awesome workout, try this genius health hack—our MO  

is to provide the best wellness tips for you, dear reader. But following them  
ourselves…well, no one’s perfect. Five WH editors resolved to practice what they preach  

for 30 days. The results? Find out here. (Spoiler alert: This stuff works!)

Stretch!

Runners gotta run. That 

motto gets me out the 

door for a head-clearing 

jog a few mornings a week. 

Other days, I hit my local 

YMCA to lift weights  

and ride the bike or hike 

up the stair-climber. It’s  

a well-rounded mix of 

cross-training, cardio, and 

strength training, but it 

was missing a key element: 

stretching.

I’ve written, read, and 

edited a decade’s worth  

of articles about the bene-

fits of dynamic (meaning  

non–stationary/static) 

stretching, such as faster 

running pace, improved 

flexibility, and quicker 

workout recovery time. 

My excuse: It’s already  

a miracle to pull off an 

a.m. workout with three 

kiddos and a busy job. 

So I called on the pros at 

Stretch*d, a new stretch-

ing and flexibility studio in 

NYC. They gave me three 

minutes of dynamic moves 

to do before and after 

every workout. 

One month in, the  

results are major. My left 

hip, which has ached post-

run for the past year,  

feels almost 100 percent.  

I am more limber at 5:45 

a.m. than I ever thought 

possible. And my running 

pace is 10 seconds faster 

per mile. Most surprising: 

Those six minutes of 

downtime help me make  

a less rushed and more 

peaceful transition from 

life, to sweat, and back  

to life again. And that is 

the best feeling of all.

WH  ADVICE

Liz Plosser,  
editor-in-chief
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Don’t  
Lounge in 
Bed

When my kids conk out 

around 9 p.m., I’m so beat 

that I head right to my own 

bed. But the minute I hit 

the pillow my mind whirls. 

To shut it down—and to 

claim the only “me time” 

in my hectic day—I switch 

on the TV or scroll the 

news on my phone, some-

times for hours. It’s a  

bad habit a few sleep ex-

perts have told me trains 

the mind to associate bed 

with being bright-eyed.

So I started coming 

downstairs after putting 

the girls to bed. Often my 

husband and I switch on 

Netflix. It’s not the ideal 

evening activity (because: 

blue light), but at least it 

separates the bright from 

my bed. When I go to lie 

down an hour later and 

don’t pick up my phone— 

a feat I pull off most 

nights—it doesn’t take  

me as long to crash out, 

and I feel less zombie-ish 

in the a.m. When I cave to 

the temptation of Insta,  

I get about an hour’s less 

rest, and pay for it the 

next day. The other issue 

that emerges: I don’t feel 

as well rested if I have a  

second glass of wine with 

dinner. Guess I know what 

I need to work on next.
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Tracy Middleton,  
health director

Take Breaks 

Eat Dinner 
Earlier

I was plugging away at a 

story about productivity 

when I discovered this 

gem: Mini breaks at work 

can make you feel sharp-

er, boost energy, and curb 

stress. The only time I 

pressed “pause” during 

the day was to scroll 

Instagram while eating 

lunch at my desk. No 

wonder it was hard to stay 

focused after 3 p.m. 

My vow: Spend 15 min-

utes a day away from my 

workspace. Pros say any 

form of downtime counts: 

taking a walk, stretching 

your legs, grabbing water.  

I chose my favorite relax-

ing activity—reading. 

Within days, I realized that 

taking my mind off work 

was a game changer.  

Busy Philipps’s goofy  

This Will Only Hurt a Little  

was a much needed re-

prieve from stress. Tara 

Westover’s Educated was 

written so well, I wanted  

to get back to my desk and 

start typing too. 

On days I didn’t squeeze 

in a breather (WH is a busy 

place!), the differences 

were clear: Emails that 

otherwise wouldn’t affect 

me became irritating, and 

my creativity was MIA. 

Now I put reading breaks 

on my to-do list. Because 

they’re just as important 

as any other part of my 

day. Reading for the win! 

I have more energy in the 

evenings, so I typically  

work out around 8 p.m. 

That means dinner isn’t un-

til around 10 p.m., a mere 

hour before I hit the hay. Ex-

perts I’ve interviewed say 

having dinner at least two 

hours before sweet sleep 

can help you lose weight, 

snooze better, and have 

more pizzazz in the morn-

ing. Changing my schedule 

would take a lot of effort, 

but I was game to try.

The first week, I had to 

cut my workouts short in 

order to eat before 9 p.m. 

So I turned my focus to 

streamlining dinners: 

cooking big meals each 

Monday and warming  

up a portion each night.  

That saved me about  

30 minutes a day—not 

quite enough. I needed to 

exercise earlier, which  

I managed by sticking  

to a hard 7 p.m. stop at  

the office. 

It was worth it. On the 

mornings following earlier 

dinners, I felt less groggy, 

and my tummy was flatter. 

I even lost three pounds! 

And an unexpected bonus: 

Leaving work at a set,  

consistent time helped  

me better balance my 

workload throughout the 

day. Pluses all around.

WH  ADVICE
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Elizabeth Bacharach,  
editorial assistant 

Marissa Gainsburg, 
senior editor
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An earlier dinnertime  
(at least two hours before 
snooze time) can help 
you lose weight, sleep  
better, and have more  
pizzazz in the morning. 

Oh, fork. Late dinners 

may be linked to heart 

attacks. Yay, earlier eats!
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Ease Up  
on Sugar

It’s a rare morning when I 

can avoid the siren call of 

Starbucks. But every time 

I order my go-to PSL or 

dirty chai latte, I mentally 

chide myself. Those (deli-

cious!) drinks are sugar 

bombs, and I’ve written 

about how too much 

sweetness can lead to dia-

betes, heart disease, and 

sluggishness. I wondered: 

How hard could a month 

of plain joe with a splash 

of milk be? 

The answer: harder 

than I thought. The first 

few days I was determined 

to stick to my goal, so I 

was easily able to override 

my cravings. I noticed 

right away how clear-

headed I felt without the 

sugar rush–crash cycle. 

Then I went on a work trip, 

which threw me off track. 

I called on Nicole 

Avena, PhD, an assistant 

professor of neuroscience 

at Mount Sinai, for guid-

ance. She helped me see 

that when I was stressed 

and tired, I caved to sweet 

java treats as a pick-me-

up. The fix, she told me, 

was a mindset change. 

“See coffee for what it is—

just coffee.” She was right. 

It was easier to turn down 

the PSLs when I didn’t 

look at my morning bev as 

emotional support. I still 

have the occasional fla-

vored latte, but my new 

fave drink is cold brew 

with a splash of coconut 

milk. It feels so good to 

start the day unbeholden 

to the sweet stuff.

WH  ADVICE

Kristin Canning,  
associate editor

Not so sweet: A 
single decadent 
coffee drink can 

contain more than 
the max amount 

of sugar you 
should consume 

in a day. 


